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17th IEEE/ACM International Conference on Mining Software Repositories (MSR 2020)
Seoul, South Korea, May 25-26, 2020
https://2020.msrconf.org/

The Mining Software Repositories (MSR) conference is the premier conference for data science, machine learning, and artificial intelligence in software engineering. The goal of the conference is to improve software engineering practices by uncovering interesting and actionable information about software systems and projects using the vast amounts of software data such as source control systems, defect tracking systems, code review repositories, archived communications between project personnel, question-and-answer sites, CI build servers, and runtime telemetry.

The MSR conference has several tracks: the technical track for the latest research, experiences, and innovations; the data showcase to highlight datasets; the education track; and a mining challenge on the Software Heritage Graph Dataset, a very large dataset containing the development history of publicly available software. In addition, to increase transparency and replicability of empirical research, the MSR conference is piloting a track for registered reports.

Submission deadlines: Technical Papers (abstracts: January 9, papers: January 16, 2020); Mining Challenge, Data Showcase (abstracts: January 30, papers: February 6, 2020); Registered Reports (January 31, 2020).

Louise Dennis is the Conference Coordination Officer for ACM SIGAI, and a faculty member at the University of Liverpool. Her research is in Verification of Autonomous Systems, Cognitive Agents and Machine Ethics. Contact her at L.A.Dennis@liverpool.ac.uk.